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Coco‘Nut’ Funnies

Four old retired men are walking down a street in Yuma, Arizona . They
turn a corner and see a sign that says, “Old Timers Bar - ALL drinks 10
cents.”
They look at each other and then go in, thinking this is too good to be true.
The old bartender says in a voice that carries across the room, “Come on
in and let me pour one for you! What’ll it be, gentlemen?”
There’s a fully stocked bar, so each of the men orders a martini.
In no time the bartender serves up four iced martinis shaken, not stirred
and says, “That’ll be 10 cents each, please.”
The four guys stare at the bartender for a moment, then at each other.
They can’t believe their good luck. They pay the 40 cents, finish their
martinis, and order another round.
Again, four excellent martinis are produced, with the bartender again
saying, “That’s 40 cents, please.”
They pay the 40 cents, but their curiosity gets the better of them. They’ve
each had two martinis and haven’t even spent a dollar yet.
Finally one of them says, “How can you afford to serve martinis as good
as these for a dime apiece?”
“I’m a retired tailor from Phoenix,” the bartender says, “and I always wanted to own
a bar. Last year I hit the Lottery Jackpot for
$125 million and decided to open this place.
Every drink costs a dime. Wine, liquor, beer
it’s all the same.”
“Wow! That’s some story!” one of the men
says.
As the four of them sip at their martinis, they
can’t help noticing seven other people
at the end of the bar who don’t have any
drinks in front of them and haven’t ordered
anything the whole time they’ve been there.
Nodding at the seven at the end of the bar,
one of the menasks the Bartender, “What’s
with them?”
The bartender says, “They’re retired people
from Florida. They’re waiting for Happy Hour
when drinks are half-price...”

A dog lover, whose dog was a female and in heat, agreed to look after
her neighbor’s male dog while the neighbors were on vacation.
She had a large house and believed that she could keep the two dogs
apart. However, as she was drifting off to sleep she heard awful howling and moaning sounds, rushed downstairs and found the dogs locked
together in obvious pain and unable to disengage, as so frequently happens when dogs mate.
Unable to separate them, and perplexed as to what to do next, although it was late, she called the vet, who answered in a very grumpy
voice. After she explained the problem to him, the vet said:

The following was sent in by a fellow ink fancier, Joe Klock, Sr.:

I was visiting my daughter and son-in-law last night when I
asked if I could borrow a newspaper.
“This is the 21st century, old man,” he said.

“Hang up the phone and place it down alongside the dogs. I will then
call you back and the noise of the ringing will make the male lose his
erection and he will be able to withdraw.”

“We don’t waste money on newspapers. Here, you can borrow
my iPad.”

“Do you think that will work?” she asked.

I can tell you, that freaking fly never knew what hit it...

“It just worked for me,” he replied.

Shampoo Warning:
I don’t know WHY I didn’t figure this
out sooner! I use shampoo in the shower!
When I wash my hair, the shampoo runs
down my whole body, and printed very
clearly on the shampoo label is this warring,
“FOR EXTRA BODY AND VOLUME.”
No wonder I have been gaining weight!
Well! I have gotten rid of that shampoo and
I am going to start showering
with Dawn dish soap Instead. Its label
reads, “Dissolves fat that is otherwise difficult to remove.” Problem solved!

